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Construction of Basic Shape with Character Lines
for Car Body Design by Image Language
(Kansei Language).

Over the recent years, consumer demands are growing increasingly stronger not
only for sophisticated functions but also sophisticated designs in industrial products.
For this reason, free-form surfaces are increasingly used in the drawing of the
shapes of industrial products to improve product design, making the designer's role
increasingly important. Though conventional CAD systems boast high performance
as shape representation and description tools after deciding the shape, they lack the
capability of expressing the designer's aesthetic taste and sense. The development
of a CAD system with sophisticated form design functions is therefore required.

Hideki Aoyama
Shigeto Miyauchi
Yoshihisa Sakai
Keio University

Character lines are lines used to draw the shape of an industrial product as shown in
Figure 1. They serve as important parameters that characterize design. When
sketching ideas, the designer draws shapes using these character lines. Character
lines are therefore important tools for expressing product image as a shape. For this
reason, it is indispensable to develop a function for constructing character lines
easily in the development of the above CAD system.
The purpose of this research is to develop a form design CAD system for car design,
which can automatically generate basic car-body-shapes with the character lines
from the product image by relating the image with the language (called KANSEI
language in this research) based on the requests specified in questionnaire sheets .
The Approach or Method Used
The design or form styling process of industrial products begins with sketching by
the designer, after which the designer embodies the required form using character
lines. Character lines serve as important parameters for depicting the design of a
form in the aesthetic design of industrial products. The objective of this study is to
develop a CAD system which can create basic car-body shapes with character lines
on a surface model. The operations of the system must be very simple; entering the
character lines equivalent to the sketch drawn, and entering the type and
parameters of these lines. In this study, the algorism of this system is proposed
and its uses confirmed by constructing the basic system.
An Indication of the Nature of the Main Findings
The following results were obtained in this research.

25

1

To associate the KANSEI language and character line shape, the impressions
received from character lines formed for the concerned car were examined.

2

For these character lines, nine KANSEI languages (beautiful, sporty, casual,
formal, soft, stable, powerful, high-grade, and not boring) were extracted.

3

A questionnaire was conducted on the degree of correspondence of the
character lines of 24 kinds of cars.

4

Based on results of the questionnaire, factor analysis of the KANSEI languages
was carried out, and the amount of factor load in the factor analysis and
character li ne shape parameters were associated using a neural network.

5

By applying load to the nine KANSEI languages, a system for constructing
character lines for basic car shapes was developed.

6

The usefulness of the system constructed was confirmed by basic experiments.

Construction of Basic Shape with Character Lines for Car Body
Design
by Image Language(Kansei Language)

1. Preface
The words “Personality” and “Sensibility” are common terms in daily life. It is
thought that such abstract terms are increasingly used from the regret towards
bulk production and heavy consumption. In times when people faced material
insufficiency, the first and foremost goal was to achieve practical performance
related to materialistic safety and economy. But now that we live in an age
where we are satisfied quantitatively, more sophisticated functions and features
are required, and such traits as “personality” and “sensibility” in products.
In this context, consumers are recently looking to not only functionality but
also sophisticated design of engineering products, thus increasing the
importance of the role of designers. As a support tool of design activities, the
CAD system was developed. Though conventional CAD systems have high
performance such as shape description after shape is fixed, performance is
extremely poor when it comes to functioning according to the designer's sensibility.
Consequently, the development of CAD systems with sophisticated functions for the
form design process is hoped for.
The purpose of this research is to develop a form design CAD system, which
realizes the product basic shape from image in the first design process. The
realization of the basic shape of product image means the construction of basic
surfaces and characteristic line[1] constructing the products. The characteristic line
is a discriminative line that exists in the shape of industrial products as shown in
Figure 1, and it is an important parameter that characterizes the image of the product
as a basic surface shape. The function thus aimed in the system developed was the
construction of basic shape with characteristic line for car body design by applying
the significance of natural language (KANSEI language) using expressions such
as “sporty”, ”cute”.
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Fig. 1 Characteristic lines
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2. Outline of system
The system developed constructs the basic shape and characteristic line shape
according to the significance of KANSEI language for presenting the image of
products. This system consists of two systems. One is the system that
determines the basic shape based on KANSEI language and constructs it as a
3D numeric model. The other is a system that determines the characteristic line
shape based on KANSEI language and constructs it as a 3D numeric model.
2.1 Selection of KANSEI language for determining basic shape and
characteristic line shape
To express the car concept or image by language, terms for expressing car shape
were extracted from the languages which express shape, and were grouped and
narrowed down by factor analysis. As a result, 10 KANSEI language terms (cute,
sporty, casual, formal, soft, stable, powerful, luxurious, tireless, and spacious) which
express the concept and image of car body basic shape were extracted. In addition,
nine KANSEI language terms (cute, sporty, casual, formal, soft, stable, powerful,
luxurious, and tireless) which present the image of characteristic line shape on the
car body were extracted. Each extracted KANSEI language term is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Selected KANSEI languages
KANSEI language about

cute，sporty，casual，formal，soft，stable，

basic shape

powerful，luxurious，un-tired，spacious

KANSEI language about

cute，sporty，casual，formal，soft，stable，

characteristic line shape

powerful，luxurious，un-tired

2.2 Construction of basic shape and characteristic line shape by KANSEI
language
As shown in Figure 2 (a) (b), car side shape was defined by 11 parameters and car
front shape was defined by seven parameters. By mixing these parameters, various
car basic shapes ware constructed. A questionnaire based on 5-point estimation
by the SD method was also carried out to survey the impression of KANSEI
language in relation to car body basic shapes shown in Table 1 for 23 side
shapes and nine front shapes.
In the same way, characteristic line shapes of the bonnet were defined by four
parameters shown in Figure 3(a) and characteristic line shapes of the door-side were
defined by four parameters shown in Figure 3(b). By mixing these parameters,
various characteristic line shapes ware constructed. A questionnaire based on
5-point estimation by the SD method was again carried out to survey the
impression of KANSEI language in relation to car characteristic line shown in
Table 1 for nine characteristic line shapes for the bonnet and nine characteristic line
shapes for the door-side. By factor analysis based on the results of these
questionnaires, the KANSEI language terms weree defined by the common
factor and amount of factor load.

Based on this definition, as shown in Figure 4, a neural net work system was
constructed. The input layer of the system is the amount of the factor load of the
KANSEI language common factor. The output layer of the system is the shape
parameter. First, car body shape image was expressed by the weight to KANSE
languages value of 1-5 and the amount of factor load of common factor was
calculated. Second, by inputting the amount of the factor load to the constructed
neural net work system, shape parameters were determined and the basic shape for
the shape image was constructed. A similar process was carried out for the
characteristic line, and the shape was embodied from the image of characteristic line.
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2.3 Construction of characteristic line surface
The characteristic line is constructed by a number of surfaces which have
continuity of change of curvature. The procedure is as follows.
(a)The characteristic line shape parameter is derived by entering the significance of
the nine KANSEI language terms using the numerical value of 1-5 in the above
system.
(b)The derived characteristic line shape was approximated by the three-dimensional
Bézier curve, and drawn on a car basic model.
(c) The three dimensional basic model curved surface composing the basic car
model is divided so that the three-dimensional Bézier curve that shows the
characteristic line shape becomes a boundary curve.
(d) One of the divided curved surface is moved to form the required characteristic
line shape.
(e) A new curved surface that constructs the character line between curved surfaces
formed with this movement is constructed.

(a)Input characteristic lines

(c)Reconstruction of surfaces

(b) Divide basic model surface

(d) Construct characterized surfaces

Fig. 5 Characterized surfaces construction process

3. Method of construction of characteristic line surface
In this research, the characteristic line surface constructed on the basic surface is
the three-dimensional Bézier surface. The following describes the connection
condition for making the three-dimensional Bézier surface curvature consecutive.
Next, the method for connecting two three-dimensional Bézier surfaces by another
three-dimensional Bézier surface with curvature consecution using the control
elements[2] is described. To facilitate understanding, three-dimensional Bézier
curves are used in the explanations.
3.1 Consecutive connection condition of three-dimensional Bézier curves
As shown in Figure 6, the three-dimensional Bézier curve ”A(t)” and the
three-dimensional Bézier curve ”B(t)” is connected at “Pi”. At this time, the control
points of the curve ”A(t)” is “Pi-3”, “Pi-2”, “Pi-1”, “Pi”, and the control points of the
curve ”B(t)” are “Pi”, “Pi+1”, “Pi+2”, “Pi+3”. Each three-dimensional Bézier curve is
represented as formulas (1) and (2) using parameter “t”.
A( t ) = (1 - t ) 3 Pi -3 + 3(1 - t ) 2 tPi -2 + 3(1 - t )t 2 Pi -1 + t 3 Pi

(1 )

B( t ) = (1 - t ) 3 Pi + 3(1 - t ) 2 tPi +1 + 3(1 - t )t 2 Pi +2 + t 3 Pi +3

(2 )

To connect two three-dimensional Bézier curves ”A(t)” and ”B(t)” at “Pi” with the
curvature consecution, as shown in formulas (3) and (4), vectors ”Ti”, ”Tj”, ”Ci”, ”Cj”
derived from control points ”Pi-2”, ”Pi-1”, ”Pi”, ”Pi+1”, ”Pi+2” must satisfy formulas (5)
and (6).
Ti = Pi -1 - Pi

T j = Pi - Pi +1

C i = Pi -2 - 2Pi -1 + Pi

Ti = sT j

(3 )

Cj = Pi +2 - 2Pi +1 + Pi

(4 )

(5 )

Ci = s 2 C j

(6 )

“s” is the curve length ratio of curve A(t) and curve B(t).
Pi-1

Ti

Pi

Tj

Pi+1
Pi+2

Pi-2

Cj

Pi+3

Ci
Bézier line “B(t)”
Bézier line “A(t)”
Pi-3
Fig. 6 The consecutive reservation of three-dimensional Bézier curves

3.2 Construction of characteristic line surface based on control elements[2]
In constructing the characteristic line, the basic surface expressed by the
three-dimensional Bézier surface is divided by the characteristic line curve, and the
three-dimensional Bézier surface is constructed at the area constructed by moving
the other divided surface. In this construction of the three-dimensional Bézier surface,
the divided basic surface is connected to the curvature for continuity. That is to
say, the control points of the three-dimensional Bézier surface constructing the
characteristic line surface to satisfy formulas (5) and (6) must be determined.
Characteristic line surface shape should be controlled flexibly, but, because the
control points of the three-dimensional Bézier surface to satisfy formulas(5), (6) is
overspecified, flexible shape control is difficult. Thus, by using the following
control elements, flexible shape control is allowed with the curvature
consecution.
As shown in Figure 7, three-dimensional Bézier curve “A” and three-dimensional
Bézier curve “B” is depicted. These lines exist on the basic surface originally. But,
because they are divided and moved to construct characteristic line, they exist at
distant positions. Characteristic line surface is constructed at the divided area.
Three-dimensional Bézier curve “A” is defined by control points ”Pa0”, “Pa1”, “Pa2”,
“Pa3”, and, three-dimensional Bézier curve “B” is defined by control points ”Pb0”,
“Pb1”, “Pb2”, “Pb3”. To construct the three-dimensional Bézier curve from the
three-dimensional Bézier curve “A” with the curvature consecution, the control
points of connected curve must be determined to satisfy formulas (5) and (6).
The points that satisfy this condition are shown as ”P’a0”, “P’a1” in Figure 8(a). Also,
at the three-dimensional Bézier curve “B”, the points that satisfy this condition are
shown as ”P’b0”, “P’b1” in Figure 8(b). At this point, ”P’a0”, “P’a1”, ”P’b0”, “P’b1” are
defined as control elements, and as shown in formulas (7) and (8), control
points ”Pt0”, ”Pt1” are found by interpolating control elements linearly. And by the
4 points ”Pt0”, ”Pt1”, and end-points of the curve ”Pa3”, ”Pb0”, three-dimensional
Bézier curve is defined. The boundary line of characteristic line surface can be
defined as a formula (9).
Pt 0 = (1 - t )P' a0 +tP' b0
Pt1 = (1 - t )P' a1 +tP' b1

(7 )
(8 )

B( t ) = (1 - t ) 3 Pa3 + 3(1 - t ) 2 tPt 0 + 3(1 - t )t 2 Pt1 + t 3 Pb0

(9 )

In this way, the boundary line of characteristic line surface is derived, and
characteristic line surface can be defined.
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Fig. 7 Two Bézier lines
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4. Learning function
Individual sensibilities vary diversely, so it is necessary to construct a system
to fit each individual sensibility.
As a technique to learn such individual sensibilities, the system for learning
the sensibilities of users (designers) was constructed by the following method. At
the primary condition of the system, a questionnaire was conducted on a large
number of subjects, and the learning of neural net work was carried out by using
the data of the questionnaire as learning data, and average information of
sensibility was supplied to the system. In this way, designers are able to use the
system from the beginning without answering the questionnaire. The user then
enters the significance of the KANSE language term value, and alters the shape
constructed by changing the parameters on the display directly in an easy way.
In this way, by adding the relationship between the significance of the KANSEI
language term value that the designer enters and shape parameters that are newly
changed to the learning data of the original neural net work system, in other words as
the designer modifies the system, the system becomes increasingly suited to the
sensibility of an individual.
5. Results and construction of system
5.1 Factor analysis of questionnaire data
The results obtained from the factor analysis of the questionnaire data of 23 side
shapes and 9 front shapes in relation to 10 KANSEI language terms are shown in
Table 2. The results obtained from the factor analysis of the questionnaire data of 18
characteristic line shapes in relation to 9 KANSEI languages are shown in Table 3.
These tables show the amount of the factor load for the KANSEI language terms’

relation to the side shape, front shape, and characteristic line shape of the bonnet,
and characteristic line shape on the door-side.
Based on the factor analysis, a neural net work system is constructed. Also
developed was a system for determining the parameters defining side shape, front
shape, characteristic line shape on the bonnet, and characteristic line shape on the
door-side according to the significance of the KANSEI language term value. The
input phase of the neural net work system is every factor obtained from the factor
analysis. . The output phase of the neural net work system is the parameters defining
basic shape and characteristic line shape. The value that is given to the input phase
factor of the neural net work system is the summation of the multiplication of the
amount of the factor load of KANSEI language and the significance of the KANSEI
language term value given as an image.
Table 2. Factor analysis of questionnaire data on basic shapes
(a) Result of factor analysis on side
Factor1 Factor2 Factor3 Factor4 Factor5
0.8617 -0.0486
0.2374
0.2494
0.1902
0.8106
0.1737
0.1094
0.4208 -0.1019
0.1165
0.8745 -0.1896
0.0585
0.0137
-0.3710
0.8678 -0.0120
0.0994
0.2218
-0.0069
0.8197 -0.0667 -0.2554 -0.1224
-0.1815
0.1622
0.8844 -0.1015
0.1717
0.0671 -0.3437
0.7976
0.2338 -0.2097
0.3660 -0.3206
0.7788
0.1704 -0.0047
0.4295 -0.0905
0.1225
0.8894
0.0074
-0.8527
0.2131
0.2057 -0.0370
0.1372

stable
spacious
cute
casual
soft
un-tired
luxurious
formal
powerful
sporty

(b) Result of factor analysis on front
stable
spacious
powerful
casual
soft
cute
formal
luxurious
un-tired
sporty

Factor1 Factor2 Factor3 Factor4
0.9787 -0.1461 -0.1071
0.0796
0.9494 -0.1455
0.1708 -0.0841
0.8445 -0.4298
0.2742 -0.1288
-0.3484
0.8558 -0.3636
0.0573
-0.1282
0.8410 -0.3989
0.2569
-0.4365
0.7086 -0.4568
0.2595
0.0569 -0.4185
0.8837 -0.1789
0.3701 -0.4588
0.7971 -0.0323
-0.3429 -0.2277
0.5200
0.4888
0.0451
0.2964 -0.1378
0.7707

Table 3. Factor analysis of questionnaire data on characteristic line shapes
(a) Result of factor analysis on bonnet
stable
formal
luxurious
un-tired
powerful
sporty
soft
cute
casual

Factor1 Factor2 Factor3 Factor4
0.9404 -0.0603 -0.0735
0.1395
0.7404
0.5016 -0.3948
0.1156
0.1480
0.9262 -0.2813
0.1546
-0.2261
0.7944 -0.0359 -0.2463
0.4724
0.7905 -0.1977
0.2751
-0.4459
0.5314 -0.4938 -0.0501
-0.2208 -0.2111
0.8644
0.0331
-0.5449 -0.1971
0.7445 -0.1955
-0.7734
0.0434
0.4448
0.1264

(b) Result of factor analysis on fender-door
casual
soft
cute
sporty
un-tired
powerful
luxurious
formal
stable

Factor1 Factor2 Factor3 Factor4 Factor5
0.9012
0.2726 -0.2062
0.2582 -0.0020
0.9007
0.3079 -0.1429 -0.0574 -0.0634
0.7803
0.0629 -0.4785 -0.0749
0.0967
0.2618
0.9124
0.0966 -0.0872
0.0694
0.0187
0.8805
0.3345 -0.0906 -0.1023
0.2717
0.8364 -0.0355
0.3415
0.0295
-0.0703
0.3060
0.8963
0.0663 -0.0392
-0.4379
0.0450
0.8509 -0.2005 -0.0614
-0.5385
0.0506
0.7008
0.0510
0.2684

5.2 Shape construction result
The basic shape and characteristic line shape construction results by the
developed system are shown.
Figure 10 shows the basic shape construction result by the system when KANSEI
language term "Sporty" is assumed to be 5 points, and the other KANSEI language
terms are assumed to be 3 points (without characteristic line shape). Moreover,
Figure 11 shows the shape that includes the characteristic line shape.
Figure 12 shows the basic shape construction result by the system when KANSEI
language term "Stable" is assumed to be 5 points, and the other KANSEI language
terms are assumed to be 3 points (without characteristic line shape). Moreover,
Figure 13 shows the shape that includes the characteristic line shape.
Consequently, the construction of the basic shape with the characteristic line
shape was recognized by KANSEI language (shape image).

Fig. 10 Basic shape construction result (sporty point : 5)

Fig. 11 Characteristic line shape construction result (sporty point : 5)

Fig. 12 Basic shape construction result (stable point : 5)

Fig. 13 Characteristic line shape construction result (stable point : 5)
6. Conclusion
The following results were obtained in this research.
(1) To associate KANSEI language and entire shape, the impression received from
the basic shape composed of the car silhouette and characteristic line shape
formed on the car was examined.
(2) For the basic shape, 10 KANSEI language terms (cute, sporty, casual, formal,
soft, stable, powerful, luxurious, tireless, spacious ) have been extracted. For the
characteristic line shape, 9 KANSEI language terms (cute, sporty, casual, formal,
soft, stable, powerful, luxurious, tireless, spacious ) have been extracted.
(3) Questionnaire on how characteristic lines of 24 kinds of cars correspond
was executed.
(4) Based on result of the questionnaire, the factor of the KANSEI language
was analyzed. The amount of the factor load in the factor analysis and the
basic shape parameter or the characteristic line shape parameter were
related by the neural network.
(5) By giving significance to KANSEI language terms, we successfully develop
a system for constructing the entire shape combining the basic shape and
characteristic line shape was.
(6) The usefulness of the system was confirmed through basic experiments.
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